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ABOUT ME
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W A R D

I am a 22-year-old experience designer
hailing from beautiful Vancouver, British
Columbia. I am studying design and
business at the School of Interactive Arts
and Technology. Currently, I am interning
as an Experience Designer at Crispin
Porter + Bogusky.
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POI NT OF VI EW

Growing up in Vancouver, I have always been curious about urbanism. How
have our cities developed? Are they designed to a human scale? How do we
move through our city? How will they grow in the future? I have seen this city
grow beneath my eyes to become what is now considered one of the greenest
cities in the world. I believe that this curiosity drove me to this brief. I was
interested to explore how we could create a wearable that builds a mutual
relationship between it’s user and their city.
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AT A G L ANCE

I AM PROPOSING A WEARABLE INSOLE THAT
CAN TRANSFORM OUR KINETIC ENERGY
INTO ELECTRICIT Y TO RETHINK HOW WE
CONNECT PEOPLE TO THEIR CIT Y,
RE-EVALUATE HOW WE REFUEL OUR
NEIGHBORHOODS AND RE-IMAGINE HOW
WE BUILD OUR FUTURE CITIES.
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R ESEAR CH

I N I T I A L
THE
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R E S E A R C H
P L A N

Research began with my city. What is Vancouver
like currently? Why are we considered a green
city? Where will we be in the next 20 years? A
couple of years ago, Major Gregor Robertson and
our City Council proposed the Vancouver 2020
Action Plan. The city set a goal to become the
greenest in the world by the year 2020.
This was my starting point.
I wanted to know what the future holds for
Vancouver. This action plan document included
insights on our next steps. Chapters informed our
city about our Green Transportation, Access to
Nature, Lighter Footprint, Clean Water and Clean
Air. In correlation with this research, I began to
look into our current footprint and how much
electricity we consume as a whole.
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R EALI ZATI ON

T H E

LA ST YEA R

O UR

CA NADA C ON S U MED

D I R T Y

T R U T H

CO N SUM P TI O N

Vancouver has always been considered as one of
the greenest and most livable cities in the world. It
is our diversity, our connection to nature and our
culture that has attracted people from all around the
world to visit and live in Vancouver.

560 T R I L L I ON

Unfortunately, we have a bit of a dirty truth. In
Canada, our domestic consumption of electricity in
2013 was nearly 560 Trillion Watts of power
expended in a single hour. That is the 6th highest in
the world. This is reflected by our city, as our
residents have an ecological footprint three times
larger than the Earth can sustain. Being one of
Canada’s largest and most populated cities, our
everyday actions in Vancouver begin to affect the
larger whole. This brief provided me with an
opportunity to address this problem.

WAT TS OF P OW ER
PE R H OUR .
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I NS I G H TS

INSIGHT S &
RES OURCES
What defines major cities? What is special about
Vancouver? What aspects of city life could we
take to our advantage? While reading through
the 2020 Action Plan, I saw a correlation
amongst almost every chapter. Transportation.
Vancouver is one of the only North American
cities that does not have a major highway
cutting through its center. This has caused our
city to develop a high density of urban living
and nomadic culture. Within our core, there are
13,000 residents per square mile, the highest in
Canada. Additionally, for the millions that are
just outside the city, there are 48 skytrain stops
that all lead downtown. So what if we could use
our crowded streets of commuting passengers
to our advantage?
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TH E G OAL

I M AGINE
IF WE COULD TAKE OUR ALREADY EXISTIN G
TRAVELING HABITS AND CONVERT THEM
INTO MINI POWER PL ANTS, IN ORDER TO
REDEFINE HOW WE POWER A CIT Y.
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I NTR ODUCTI ON

I N T ROD U CING.
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step

ABOUT STEP

W E A R A B L E
F R O M

IN SOL E

KIN ETI C

TO

I N S O L E
ELECTRIC

Step is a wearable insole that can transform
our kinetic energy into electricity using a
series of piezoelectric nano-generators. With
this technology we can transform every step
we take into over 100 Watts. As we move
throughout our day, Step will also store our
power. Using compactors and inductive
charging, we can keep our energy with us
until we reach a Step transfer station, where
we can tap out our energy back into the city’s
electrical grid.

PRE S S URE

We take approximately 150 million steps in
our lifetime. Let’s capture that power.

10 0W

Link to article on piezoelectric technology:
http://www.rdmag.com/news/2014/05/researcher
s-korea-greatly-improve-piezoelectric-nanogene
rator-efficiency
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TR ANS F ER STATI ONS

Transfer stations could be located all around the city, so they could always
accessible to the common commuter. They could be in front of parks,
skytrain stations, stadiums, schools, and the busiest corners on the city.
Simply walking up to a station and standing in the transfer area would tap
out your current raised energy and send it back into our city. We could also
incentive giving power. Transferring enough power to the right station could
land commuters a free coffee, movie tickets, or even a discount to the game.
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COMPANI ON APP

M O BILE
COM PANIO N
APP
A companion app could let us know of our individual
impact, where to find transfer stations, how much our city
has raised, and future events that could bring a city
together.
The main page could let us instantly know how much
energy we have raised that day and the amount of steps we
have taken. Within a single click, we could know the closest
transfer stations, how much an individual station has
raised, and the current impact it is having on the city.
Deeper in the application, a city page will inform us on how
much our city has raised and present relatable, relevant
statistics to help us understand our impact.
How powerful is our city?
(Annotated wireframes are located in the XD document)
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TH E ACTOR S

EVERYDAY COMMUTER

STEP INFLUENCERS

CIT Y COUNCIL

URBAN PL ANNER
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ACTOR S I MPACT

EVERYDAY COMMUTER

CIT Y COUNCIL

URBAN PL ANNER

The everyday commuter is the primary actor behind
Step. They are the daily users that will be building up
energy to distribute back into the city.
Individually, they could power an appliance, a
computer or the daily electronics that run within their
lives. If they can raise that much energy individually,
what could they do with a couple of people, a family,
or a whole building? We could build transfer stations
outside of apartment buildings and the largest
business districts downtown.
I think there is something powerful about a young
family being able to power their home, or a whole
work environment coming together to power their
building. Imagine how powerful we could be.
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ACTOR S I MPACT

EVERYDAY COMMUTER

CIT Y COUNCIL

URBAN PL ANNER

What if these everyday commuters could donate their
power to a better cause? We could get city counsel
involved to create initiatives that could give our
power to places that really need it.
As an example, city counsel could challenge our
annual marathon, the Vancouver Sun Run, to do
something more. What if the route for this 10
kilometer run looked a little different this year?
Imagine if they could reroute all 48,000 runners to
end up in front of a homeless shelter, a low-income
neighborhood or a children’s hospital.
Perhaps they could also transform our common
events to become self-sustainable. Transfer stations
could be installed into the stands of hockey games,
soccer fields, or even at our largest musical events.
Imagine the difference we could make.
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ACTOR S I MPACT

EVERYDAY COMMUTER

CIT Y COUNCIL

URBAN PL ANNER

What about all the data collected? Urban planners
could analyze this data to seek insight into
developing our city for the future. They could learn
about which areas are able to sustain larger projects
for development and which ones need more power.
They could correlate this data with traffic reports and
turn our unpopulated streets into mini parks. Perhaps
instead, those unpopulated streets could close down
and allow small business to spill out. This asphalt
could become something more. It could be a haven
for sports, art lessons, food carts and just bringing
people together.
Step changes how we interact with our city and how
our city can change for the future.
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F UTUR E

S O

W H A T ’ S

WHAT

D O ES

TH E

N E X T ?

F UTUR E

HOLD?

What does the future look like for Step? What if we
could tackle the countries in the world that consume
the most power? Last year, China and the United
States combined consumed nearly 8,500 Trillion
Watts of Power expended in a single hour. What if
Step could effect their cities?
Imagine, if everyday commuters over the Brooklyn
Bridge could transfer their energy automatically at
either end of the bridge? Or if transfer stations could
be placed all around Golden Gate Park? What if we
could begin to donate our power to neighboring
cities?
Perhaps Step could even grow larger enough that it
could provide jobs to others in the city. Maintenance
workers, energy advisors, dedicated planners, Step
could aid in the growth of our green economy.
Imagine how Step could impact the world.
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CONCLUSI ON

WE ALL HAVE A ROLE TO PL AY.
IT’S UP TO US TO RETHINK,
RE-EVALUATE AND RE-IMAGE THE
WAY OUR CITIES WORK AND HOW
WE LEAD OUR LIVES. IT’S OUR
JOB TO ENVISION THE FUTURE.
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